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Next, Omi and Tang Huan returned to the Flying Cloud Sect.

“Brother, we have so many magic cores now, if we go to the exchange points in
the outer disciple circle, something like what happened last time will definitely
happen, but the exchange shops in the inner disciple circle and our outer
disciples can’t get in, what should we do.”

Omi said, “Don’t worry, I have a solution.”

“What solution?”

“You go find Zhen Wuxiang, Zhen Wuxiang’s cousin Zhen Zilian is an inner circle
disciple, we’ll have him replace us and go into the inner circle of the Flying Cloud
Sect to exchange, just give him a little reward.”

“Huh, yes oh, then I’ll go find Zhen Wu Xiang right away, wait for me here.”

Tang Huan immediately went to look for Zhen Wu Xiang, Omi didn’t follow along.

Omi poured out all the magic cores.

More than half an hour later, Tang Huan brought Zhen Wuxiang with him.

“Coming.”Omi greeted Zhen Wuxiang, who seemed a bit reserved as she looked
at Omi.

Omi waved his hand and said, “No need to be polite, sit down and talk.” The first
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“Omi, what did you send Tang Huan to see me about?If there’s anything I need to
do, just tell me.”Zhen Wuxiang said., Zhen Wuxiang was still a more sensible
person, although Omi hadn’t been nice to him before, but Omi’s talent was so
strong, he didn’t dare to offend.

Omi pulled away a piece of cloth next to him, revealing a pile of magic cores.

“Ah, so many.”Zhen Wuxiang was shocked.

Omi said, “These magic cores, I would like to ask your cousin to help me take
them to the inner circle of the Flying Cloud Sect to exchange them into spirit
stones, after that, I will give you a certain reward.”



“This.”

Tang Huan also said, “The exchange shops on the outer perimeter of the Flying
Cloud Sect can’t eat so many magic cores, and they’re very messy, we don’t feel
safe.The exchange shops on the inner perimeter of the Flying Cloud Sect are
usually run by powerful people at the level of the Flying Cloud Sect’s elders, after
all, they are formal.”

Zhen Wuxiang understood the meaning and nodded, “I’ll contact my cousin when
I get back, there should be no problem.”

“Thank you, Brother Wuxiang.”Tang Huan smiled.

Zhen Wu Xiang nodded somewhat awkwardly and was about to take her leave
when Omi suddenly asked, “Zhen Wu Xiang, have you joined any alliances now?”

“Uh, alliance?”

“Zhen Wuxiang, if you’re willing to hang out with me, I’ll instruct you in martial
arts.”If someone else had said that, instructing him in martial arts, Zhen Wu Xiang
would have snorted with disdain, but Omi said it was different, it really was a gift.

Zhen Wuxiang asked, “What do you mean by hanging out with you?”

Don Omi said, “Be my little brother.”

“This.”Zhen Wuxiang thought that Omi had invited him to join Omi’s alliance, and
that we were teammembers, but he didn’t expect that it was as a little brother,
and that we were superior and superior.

“This.”

“You go back and think about it, it’s a rare opportunity.”Omi said.

“Oh.”Although Omi’s words sounded uncomfortable, people did have the
qualifications to say such things.

“Then I’ll leave first.”Zhen Wuxiang left Omi’s single room.

“Brother, why do you suddenly want to take Zhen Wuxiang as your little
brother?”Tang Huan was confused and asked.

“Zhen Wuxiang is at least the first genius of your term, it’s not bad to take him as
a junior, we have to make it in this world, we can’t do it alone, we have to
gradually build our own power from now on.”Omi said.

“But, he’s bigger than you, how can people pull off the face.”
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nbsp; Omi smiled, “If you can’t pull this face, then you’re missing out on such a
great opportunity.”

“Uh.”Tang Huan hehely smiled and said, “My brother is so narcissistic, but it
seems that my brother does have the capital to say such things.

Omi said in his heart, “I’m going to start building my own power, taking Zhen
Wuxiang as my little brother is just the first step, after that, I’ll see if I can take
those geniuses who are in the same year as me as my little brothers, if all the
outer disciples of the Flying Cloud Sect who are talented and strong are my little
brothers, then how good would it be.”

Just at this moment, someone knocked on the door outside, “Is anyone there?”

Tang Huan was busy opening the door.

“Hello, what is it?”Tang Huan asked.

“You guys gave me a charm to use earlier, I was wondering if you still have any
charms for sale?”

It turned out that they were here to buy talismans, half a month ago, Omi gave all
fifty talismans to people to use for free, and now that they’re finally starting to
get a response, everyone has almost returned from the True Beast Forest, and
the complimentary talismans have been used.

Tang Huan said, “Come in a few more days, we don’t have any yet.”

“Okay, make sure to reserve two for me ah, your talismans are too good, I didn’t
believe it before, I didn’t expect that the strongest can really fix a Red Grade 8
beast, and it lasts for a minute, it’s unbelievable.”The man at the door said.

Tang Huan was delighted inside, but, with his mouth, he said, “Sorry, we have a
lot of people wanting our talismans, we can’t guarantee to keep two for you.”

“Ah, so, what then?I really still want to buy your talismans.”

At that moment, Omi walked out and said, “If you pay half the deposit in advance,
I can keep two for you.We don’t sell many talismans every month.”

“Precautionary deposit?”

“Right, you’ll have to buy two talismans, 2 spirit stones per talisman, for a total
of 4 spirit stones, and half of the deposit in advance is two spirit stones.”

“This.”

“Don’t worry, we don’t have to cheat you out of two spirit stones.”Omi said.



“Alright, then I’ll prepay for two talismans.”After saying that, the man prepaid
two spirit stones.

Tang Huan made a registration, issued an invoice, and wrote down that the
delivery date was three days later.

After that person left, Tang Huan gave an excited yelp and said, “Brother, we
finally have someone who has taken the initiative to buy our talismans and is
willing to pay half of the deposit, so that we can completely use the deposit to
buy the materials.”

Omi nodded and said, “Yes, that person paid us two spirit stones in advance, and
we can use the two spirit stones to purchase the materials to refine four
talismans.”

“Wow, brother.”Tang Huan looked at Omi with an adoring face, worshipping a bit
unable to control himself anymore, really sitting at home with someone sending
money to his door.

Not long after, there was another knock on the door.

Tang Huan opened the door.

“Hello, I want to buy a charm.”

“Uh.”Tang Huan was stunned, it was buying talismans again.

“Sorry, the talisman is sold out for now.”

“Ah, no way.”The man outside the door looked lost.

“What then?Your talismans are really good, I’m going to buy three more, by the
way, the use talisman you gave me earlier, I used it to kill a red rank seventh
stage beast and exchanged it for two spirit stones.”

Tang Huan said, “So, our talismans are very easy to sell, there’s not enough to
sell.If you really want it, you have to pay half of the deposit in advance, so that
you can come pick it up after three days, otherwise we can’t guarantee that it’s
still available after three days, it’s too sought after after after all.”
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